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Town Hall Questions 
August 20, 2020 
 
 
Q:  Are assigned buses of Academy routes required to pick-up students in AM, transport to the 
Academy, and drop-off in PM at individual students’ residences?  

A:  We will be making residential stops. 
 
Q:  Will Routing look at neighborhoods per student high school boundary? I would believe there 
is no drop off at high school properties for buses to transport students’ home.   

A:  We are routing students based on where they live, we will not have bus stops at 
schools. 

 
Q:  What day may Routing know about scheduling buses?  

A:  They are actively routing and hope to have routes done by 8/28/2020. 
 

Q:  Could someone explain how FMLA is designed to work? 
A:  FMLA is a federal law that provides employees with 12 weeks or 60 working days of 
job and benefit protections after working for LCPS for one year. FMLA is used to care 
for a serious health condition for yourself, or a parent, child or spouse. However, FMLA 
does not pay you. LCPS policy requires that sick leave be used to provide pay for as long 
as possible. During your maternity leave, you will receive income using short term 
disability and sick leave, personal or annual leave if you choose, and potentially donated 
leave. 

 
Q:  Are there options in using accumulated paid leave hours, and if a 30-day leave period using 
accumulated paid leave hours is possible for pandemic safety reasons, is long term disability 
possible, thereafter? 

A:  Accumulated leave can be used anytime during your contracted school year.  If you 
leave prior to the end of a school year and all your leave has been used, you may be 
responsible for paying back any leave used.   

 
Q:  Do options exist to assist LCPS employees who might be considered at risk? 

A:  You would need to reach out to the Leave and Disability office to discuss your 
specific situation.  The email for the Leave and Disability office is:  
LCPSretiredisability@lcps.org 
 

Q:  Are Transportation staff still allowed to use Adult-only/office restrooms at the schools, 
including high schools? 

A:  Yes, you are still allowed to use Adult-only/office restrooms at the schools. 
 

Q:  Would it be possible to have a furlough or leave of absence option where we would give up 
salary but stay on insurance?  I would be willing to pay the amount deducted from my paycheck 
to stay on insurance, if that was necessary, keep up with all licenses and stay up to date on all 
continuing education to be ready to come back and drive when school goes back to normal. 

A:  There is no option available at this time which would allow an employee to 
voluntarily give up their salary but keep LCPS benefits.  However, the employee may 
contact the Leave and Disability team to discuss other leave options that may provide 
protective leave due to COVID. 
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The School Board passed on August 18, 2020 an Employee Voluntary Leave Without 
Pay (LWOP) program while the Phased Guidance for Virginia Schools is in effect.  
Voluntary LWOP would end on January 21, 2021 (employees could apply for an 
extension through June 15, 2021.  Employees would have the option of continuing health 
coverage by paying the COBRA premium.  Employees who chose not to pay the Cobra 
the COBRA premium would not receive health insurance benefits.  Employees on 
Voluntary LWOP would not be eligible to earn VRS service credit.  
 

Q:  Since we are starting on August 27th, what will our work week consist of Monday-Friday or 
a four-day work week?  

 A:  We are planning a five-day week unless a holiday falls that week. Your supervisor 
will contact you with details of assignments. 
 

Q:  If we have only 10 days of sick leave and we are required to quarantine for 14 days.for 
COVID. How do I get covered if I need more time?    

A:  This is reviewed under a case-by-case basis.  However, LCPS has multiple job and 
benefit protection policies for which you may be qualified beyond sick and/or personal 
leave.  If an employee is quarantined, they would receive 10 of paid leave for COVID. It 
is only for one time. If they continue to be sick after the 10 days, they would use their 
sick leave and file for short term disability benefits. 
 

Q:  Let’s suppose my contract is for 6 hours; is it possible to work and be paid for less hours 
during the DL time around 4 or 3 hours maybe so we can pay our benefits and all discounts, that 
way those l like me, with school age kids, have time to help their children with their school?  

A:  If you would like to have your contract adjusted then please speak with your Area 
Supervisor, however, in order to receive benefits, you must be contracted for 5 hours.  
The job opportunities that are available will be during school hours. 

 
Q:  I get Covid from someone on my bus. Why would that be handled on a case by case basis? 
Give examples and results please. Why would we be put at risk without answers?? 

A:  When an employee has tested positive for COVID – 19 an Employee’s First Report is 
submitted. The report is reviewed by our Third-Party Administrator (TPA). The TPA 
follows the guidelines set by Virginia Workers’ Compensation Commission (VWCC). 
Using your example, if you are notified that someone you have been in close contact with 
tested positive for COVID- 19, you will be advised to quarantine for 14 days. COVID19 
testing may be required. You would need to contact Leave & Disability to inform them 
that you are quarantined, and you may be eligible for Family First Coronavirus Response 
Act.  Send your test results to Leave & Disability. If your test is positive Leave & 
Disability will submit your claim to Workers’ Compensation your behalf. 

 
Q:  Was the meal Delivery program extended into the start of the school year? 

A:  Yes, September 3rd is the last delivery before the holiday and a new meal delivery 
schedule will start September 8th. 
 

Q:  Do we get paid for the town hall meeting we are attending and if not why not?   
A:  No, the Town Hall is not mandatory.  It is provided to keep you informed and is 
completely voluntary. 
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Q:  Why almost every answer to many questions are, Transportation will review people's 
situations on a case by case basis?  

A:  Unfortunately, every situation may have unique circumstances and so we try to treat 
each one individually based on those circumstances while ensuring all employees are 
treated equally. 

 
Q:  What happens if a driver gets hurt during the new job, she or he was assigned to that did not 
meet his or her qualifications?  

A:  Tasks that do not involve driving a bus will be voluntary and have been approved by 
HRTD based on those conditions.  No matter the role taken by the employee, LCPS is 
committed to providing a safe work environment.  Worker’s Comp may be an option to 
help an injured employee who sustained injuries while performing duties at work. 

 
Q:  Doesn't some of these new jobs needs to meet qualifications or needs to be licensed like 
(babysitting)?   

A:  As of now, we will not be responsible for staffing childcare centers. 
 

Q:  If a child is sick getting on the bus, how do we protect ourselves and others if the student/s? 
A:  We are providing all staff appropriate PPE which we expect to be utilized. 

  
Q:   Where is the rule for social distance comes in when loading and unloading, when there isn't 
enough space, how the 6 feet apart can be insured?   

A:  When social distancing cannot be maintained, staff is expected to wear masks and 
other PPE that is provided. 
 

Q:  Over a month ago LCPS announced the school start date was delayed to Sept 8th and 100% 
virtual.  As LCPS employees, why would bus drivers think this would not apply as there was no 
mention that bus drivers were exempt from the delayed start date. It was not announced until 2 
weeks ago that bus drivers start date remained the same. If we have scheduled things based on 
and during the 2-week delayed start date, i.e., family commitments, Dr. appointments, etc., 
should we cancel these things?  

A:  While the start of school was delayed to September 8, Driver’s contracts and 
compensation are, and always have been set to start on August 27th, the agreement letter 
was not changed.  All drivers are expected to report to work in accordance with the 
schedules provided by their Area Supervisor or take leave. 
 

Q:  After reviewing the FAQ and HRTD answers, most answers state, 'reviewed on a case-by-
case basis'.  'Reviewed on a case-by-case basis' does not provide any more answers than given on 
the last town hall call. There is no certainty, reassurance or guarantee that LCPS will cover LCPS 
bus drivers if exposed/infected/required to quarantine/isolate if exposed, while on duty.  
How is one to decide if it will be at all safe to return to work if we will be doing unknown 
various jobs & unlimited exposure to others if LCPS will not guarantee paid leave if 
exposed/infected/required to isolate/quarantine?  Doesn't this go against CDC guidelines 
regarding limiting unnecessary exposure?     

A:  There are many leave options and potential job accommodations afforded to those 
staff that work at LCPS and are approved for such options.  These include, but are not 
limited to, Worker’s Comp, FMLA, ADA accommodation requests, Leave Without Pay, 
sick/personal leave, etc.  With each situation, some or all of these leave options may 
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apply to that person’s unique situation.  The case-by-case response is the best way to 
respond, given the number of scenarios that could occur with an individual staff member. 

 
Q:  It is greatly appreciated that LCPS has retained bus driver’s employment; however, many 
other school districts have furloughed bus drivers and continued benefits. Wouldn't it be 
beneficial to LCPS transportation budget, and to bus drivers to do the same rather than create 
odd jobs, unknown hours and unnecessary exposures that are sure to result in COVID outbreaks 
as this happens every day as more people return to work?   

A:  There is nothing presently approved by the school board to furlough any staff at 
LCPS, including staff within Transportation.  However, the school board has approved a 
Long-Term Leave Without Pay for those that wish to retain their employment status with 
LCPS for up to a year, without receiving pay or benefits (unless the employee utilizes 
COBRA for health benefits.   
 

Q:  If I fill out the form for FFCRA and it is approved will I be paid during the leave of absence. 
A:  If approved for FFCRA, you will be paid. The length and amount depend on why you 
are out.  

Q:  If approved will that secure my position and route. Will I resume my route if 
and when schools go back to in person? 

A:  FFCRA is an expanded Family Medical Leave it gives the same job 
and benefit protections. 
 

Q:  What is a Driver to do who is over 65 and has several co-morbidities? 
A:  This is different from last year. Employees were placed on leave. For the upcoming 
school year these employees must follow the same process as any other employee with 
underlying health conditions. Leave & Disability would look at if the employee is eligible 
for FMLA, if not or the treating physician does not want to place them on FMLA, we 
could look at leave as an ADA accommodation. 
 

Q:  Will LCPS cover the cost of being tested? 
A:  This is covered under the LCPS Health Insurance.  However, the Rapid Test may not be 
covered under our Health Insurance.  No referral is required, and member cost-sharing is 
waived for all plans and providers.  Members will not pay a co-pay, coinsurance or 
deductible through October 31, 2020.  Talk with your doctor if you have questions about 
testing and treatment.  

 
Q:  Are we going to get tested for COVID and is there a specific center for LCPS employees 
where we can get tested? 

A:  There is not a plan to test across the district at this time.   
 

Q:  Will Special Needs drivers get our run when our kids return? 
A:  We will be bringing students back in small groups, so it will depend on if the area you 
driver out of needs buses for a program. 
 

Q:  If we don't feel well, do we always have to test for Corona? It was mentioned to stay home if 
we don't feel well. We have experience with testing taking 10 days to be back, how will that 
work with leave since it was mentioned that we should stay home?  

A:  If you are not feeling, you should stay home and contact your physician. Your 
physician would determine if you need further testing or if your illness is COVID 
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Q:  How do you think the virus gets controlled if the in and out of materials (such as library bus 
run) would mean picking the virus up from virus contracted home?  What specific plan do we 
have to implement it?  

A:  Library books that are returned will be quarantined for a week prior to being put on 
any bus.  The books will be handled by the Librarian and specifically placed in a certain 
area.  Everyone should be wearing full PPE and follow the CDC guidelines. 
 

Q:  Is there any way LCPS can establish a location for rapid testing for COVID so we don't have 
to wait for 7-10 days for results to come back?  

A:  We can pass your request on to Employee Health and Wellness. 
 

Q:  Can we work over our contract times as long as we don't go into OT?  
A:  We are trying very hard not to have extra time or over time. 
 

Q:  Can you bring your child in the school for health monitor? 
A:  Your child would have to participate in the childcare program that is at the school.  
They could not walk around with you. 
 

Q:  How would you determine if you get infected at work or not?  There are a lot of 
asymptomatic people. 

A:  Workers’ Comp would do an investigation to see where you may have gotten the 
virus. 
 

Q:  If a parent is with their child at a bus stop, can we tell them no and the parent have to 
transport their child if no mask is available? 

A:  You may not tell them NO, but you can ask them to put a mask on and if they don’t 
have one you will give them one. 
 

Q:  If we have to quarantine because a student tested positive, you mentioned Workers’ Comp.  
Do we have to use our sick leave? 

A:  You would be covered under Workers’ Comp or FFCRA. 
 

Q:  If we have been exposed to COVID and required to quarantine we are negative for COVID, 
will we still be paid under COVID coverage for quarantine period? 

A:  Yes, if you are required to quarantine, you will be paid at 100% for up to the first 10 
working days under FFCRA.  
 

Q:  Has direction been given regarding loading/seating students.  For instance, if we seat 
beginning at the rear, and unload from the front, back, student contact by passing seated students 
would be minimized. 

A:  We load back to front and unload front to back and will assign seating when we 
return to school.  Guidelines will be distributed. 

 
Q:  Do we have to pay for the day care that is being provided to LCPS employees while we 
work? 

A:  It was mentioned at the School Board meeting that the program does have a fee 
associated, we do not have specifics on that program yet, but suggest checking the county 
website. 

 


